something more in this than our philosophy can reach, but it teaches one piece of philosophy, that it is the state of the mind, rather than external circumstances, which constitutes happiness.
In this country opium is taken in the majority of instances for the purpose of obtaining sleep, or mitigating pain, or obviating the effects of exhaustion and loss of blood. But it seems also to have a singular effect on the human mind in exalting the ideas, and producing visions?an effect which has been rudely, and perhaps somewhat wrongly, compared to intoxication?of this latter property, medical writers have not entered very largely; for their experience lias obviously been chiefly of its narcotic qualities, both from the mode in which they have administered it, and the intention which tlicy have had in view. It seems that if opium is taken in comparatively small and frequently repeated doses, it produces excitement and pleasurable feelings before it occasions stupor. The capability of receiving excitement from it is probably increased by habit, somewhat in the same manner that alcoholic liquors give most pleasure to those who are in some degree habituated to them. Certain constitutions are, also, 110 doubt more favourable to the production of these effects than others. It is only by such considerations that the surprising effects related of opium eating in the East, can be reconciled to the experience of the profession at large in this country. But We shall consider these effects chiefly as they are evidenced in two memorable instances, which are, indeed, the type of others and of all. Every one knows that in the East, the exhilarating properties of opium have been Sreatly abused. Mr. Madden, in his "Travels in Turkey," &c., gives a brief escription of the opium eaters in Constantinople. The coffee-houses in which they assemble, are situated in. a large square, and on the benches outside the door they sit and indulge in the reveries to which the drug gives rise. He states that their gestures were wild, their features flushed, and their talk incoherent. Some, however, addressed eloquent discourses to the bystanders, and others appeared to be enjoying the most beatific ideas. Mr. Madden was himself desirous of experiencing the effects. He It happened one day that the opium eater met, casually, with a friend in Albemarle Street, and being rccogniscd, related his history. His friend supplied him with a small sum of money, with which lie resolved to visit Eton to see the son of a nobleman, with whom he was acquainted, and through whose means he hoped to effect some monied arrangement on the strength of his expectations, lie took leave of Anne (for that was the name of the young woman) as usual, never doubting but that lie should find her on his return. When he came back lie hastened to the accustomed place, anxious to make known the success of his enterprise, and share with her his amended fortune. In vain he looked amongst the busy throng by the lamplight of Oxford Street. They had parted for ever. Perhaps she was at the very time in search of him also; perhaps a street only divided them. " O, Oxford Street," exclaims lie, " stony-hearted step-mother! thou that listcnest to the sighs of orphans, and drinkest the tears of children! successors of myself and Aune have doubtless since trodden in our footsteps ; and thou, Oxford Street, hast since echoed to the groans of innumerable hearts." After this relation, we are introduced by the opium cater to the commencement of his terrible habit. He caught a violent pain in the head and face from an imprudent application of cold ^ water, and was recommended by a college acquaintance to take opium. This he immediately purchased, and was delighted with the ease lie obtained, and the agreeable feelings it produced. He was charmed at the idea that pain could be so cheaply assuaged, and his mind pleasantly excited. He soon became habituated to the stimulus, and thought himself happy in its discovery.
? Life seemed to have gained new charms, and to present itself in new aspects. Under the influence of opium lie saw with a different sight, and heard with different ears. As he went out and mixed with the busy throng of London, all seemed to wear a fresh and beautiful appearance. At the opera the scene became actually a paradise, the strains of music were heavenly, and the spectacle like a fairy enchantment; even common things lost their grossness; in fact all was seen and felt through a new medium. He wandered in the streets of London whilst under this influence, and took pleasure in everything which surrounded him; for motion itself was pleasure. I may here remark that the opium eater finds fault with the statements which are generally made with respect to opium. He denies that it occasions intoxication, and he is doubtless correct in objecting to this term being applied without due qualification. The pleasure of wine is one that rises to a certain pitch, and then declines or degenerates into stupidity; while that of opium, he asserts, remains stationary for eight or ten hours. Again the influence of wine is of a nature to disorder the mind, whilst opium tends to exalt the ideas, and yet contribute to harmony and order in the arrangement. Nor do we find that maudlin character in the excitement of the moral feelings consequent on opium, which so often renders the inebriated an object of ridicule. He further denies that opium produces that subsequent depression which is commonly supposed to follow excitement. He remarks that, in liis own case, he always felt unusually hilarious on the day following its enjoyment. In these statements, however, it must be allowed that there is not perhaps that absolute contradiction of medical authority which he supposes. 
